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What do you think this card means?

Place your card here

Is this something you can do now or do you
need to work on this? Draw a picture of
how you might do this or have done this

Fill the cloud with qualities you
might need to achieve this.

How do you think it might make you feel
to achieve this? And how will it make you
friend feel?
me

friend

Which friend will you try this on?

What do you think this card means?

Place your card here

Is this something you can do now or do you
need to work on this? Draw a picture of
how you might do this or have done this

Fill the cloud with qualities you
might need to achieve this.

How do you think it might make you feel
to achieve this? And how will it make you
friend feel?
me

friend

Which friend will you try this on?

Draw a comic strip of you showing these qualities

Place your card here

Draw a comic strip of you showing these qualities

Place your card here

